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SB 97-2

(LC 710)

3/10/17 (TSB/ps)

Requested by SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND TRANSPORTATION

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO

SENATE BILL 97

On page 1 of the printed bill, line 3, delete “732.548 and 732.650” and in-

sert “732.245, 732.528, 732.548, 732.588, 732.592, 732.650, 734.230, 743B.013,

743B.105, 743B.125, 750.015, 750.055 and 750.085”.

On page 4, delete lines 14 through 23 and insert:

“SECTION 5. (1) An insurer, or the insurance group of which an insurer

is a member, each year in accordance with a schedule the Director of the

Department of Consumer and Business Services establishes in consultation

with the insurer or insurance group, shall submit to the director or to the

chief insurance regulatory official in the state that the director determines

is the lead state for the insurance group, a corporate governance annual

disclosure that has the information described in section 6 of this 2017 Act.

The director shall determine the lead state in accordance with procedures

that the director adopts by rule after considering procedures that are set

forth in a financial analysis handbook that the National Association of In-

surance Commissioners has adopted. An insurer or a member of an insurance

group that is not subject to the requirement under this subsection to submit

a disclosure shall nevertheless submit the disclosure at the director’s re-

quest.”.

On page 5, delete lines 2 and 3 and insert:

“(4) If the director has determined a lead state in accordance with the

procedures set forth in the financial analysis handbook described in sub-
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section (1) of this section, an appropriate official in the lead state shall re-

view the corporate governance annual disclosure and request any other

information necessary for the review.”.

In line 30, after “Act” insert “contains trade secrets,”.

On page 6, delete lines 7 and 8 and insert:

“(i) Agrees in writing to maintain any privilege that applies to, and to

keep confidential, the documents, materials and other information; and”.

Delete lines 15 through 19 and insert:

“(b) The director shall maintain any privilege that applies to, and keep

confidential, any documents, materials or other information the director re-

ceives from any of the persons described in paragraph (a)(B) of this sub-

section with notice or an understanding that the documents, materials or

information are privileged or are confidential under the laws of the juris-

diction in which the person that is the source or subject of the documents,

materials or other information is domiciled or exercises regulatory

authority.”.

On page 7, after line 32, insert:

“SECTION 9. ORS 732.245 is amended to read:

“732.245. (1) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, every

domestic insurer shall have and maintain [its] the domestic insurer’s

principal place of business and home office in this state, and shall keep

[therein] within this state accurate and complete accounts and records of

[its] the domestic insurer’s assets, transactions, and affairs in accordance

with the provisions of the Insurance Code.

“(2) Every domestic insurer shall have and maintain [its] the domestic

insurer’s assets in this state, except as to:

“(a) Real property and personal property appurtenant [thereto] to real

property that is lawfully owned by the insurer and located outside this

state[,]; and

“(b) Such property of the insurer as may be customary, necessary and
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convenient to enable and facilitate the operation of [its] the domestic

insurer’s branch offices and regional home offices located outside this state

as referred to in subsection (4) of this section.

“(3) Removal or attempted removal of all or a material part of the records

or assets of a domestic insurer from this state except pursuant to a merger

approved by the Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Ser-

vices under ORS 732.517 to 732.546, or for such reasonable purposes and pe-

riods of time as may be approved by the director in writing in advance of

such removal, or concealment or attempted concealment of [such] records or

assets or [such] a material part [thereof] of the records or assets from the

director, is prohibited. [Upon violation of this section, the director may insti-

tute delinquency proceedings against the insurer as provided in ORS 734.150]

The director may apply under ORS 734.150 for an order to rehabilitate

a domestic insurer that violates this section.

“(4)(a) A domestic insurer that has and maintains a principal place

of business and a home office in this state may keep electronic records

in this or another state. If the domestic insurer keeps electronic re-

cords in another state, the domestic insurer shall provide the director

with access to the electronic records in a manner that allows the di-

rector to examine the insurer as if the electronic records were located

in this state.

“(b) A domestic insurer complies with the requirement set forth in

paragraph (a) of this subsection if the domestic insurer:

“(A) Provides the director with electronic access to, or printed

copies of, all records that the director determines are necessary to

conduct an examination of the domestic insurer:

“(i) Within 24 hours after the director requests the records or at a

mutually agreed time;

“(ii) At the domestic insurer’s principal place of business or home

office in this state; and
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“(iii) With in-person or telephone access to the person that prepared

the records, if the director requests access to the person; or

“(B) Makes the records available for examination at an office out-

side this state if the domestic insurer pays the director’s transporta-

tion and related expenses as provided in ORS 731.316.

“[(4)] (5) This section [shall] does not prohibit an insurer from:

“(a) Establishing and maintaining branch offices or regional home offices

in other states where necessary or convenient to the transaction of [its] the

domestic insurer’s business, and keeping therein the detailed records and

assets customary and necessary for the servicing of [its] the domestic

insurer’s insurance in force and affairs in the territory served by [such an]

the office, as long as such records and assets are made readily available at

such office for examination by the director at the director’s request;

“(b) Having, depositing or transmitting funds and assets of the insurer in

or to jurisdictions outside of this state required by the law of such jurisdic-

tion or as reasonably and customarily required in the regular course of

[its] the domestic insurer’s business; or

“(c) Using custodial arrangements for the holding of securities owned by

the insurer, either in or outside of this state, and either segregated from or

commingled with securities owned by others, if the arrangements conform to

rules adopted by the director for safeguarding the assets and facilitating the

director’s examination of insurers using such custodial arrangements.”.

In line 33, delete “9” and insert “10”.

On page 8, after line 35, insert:

“SECTION 11. ORS 732.528 is amended to read:

“732.528. (1) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services shall make a determination concerning the proposed activity de-

scribed in ORS 732.521 (1) [not later than the 60th day] within a period that

begins 60 days before the effective date of the activity. The director may

refuse, after a public hearing, to approve a proposed activity if:
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“(a) The activity is contrary to law or would result in a prohibited com-

bination of risks or classes of insurance.

“(b) The activity is inequitable or unfair to the policyholders or share-

holders of any insurer involved in, or to any other person affected by, the

proposed activity. However, in connection with an acquisition of the

insurer’s voting securities from the insurer’s shareholders, the director shall

evaluate whether the proposed acquisition is fair to the shareholders of the

insurer to be acquired only with respect to any shareholders that are unaf-

filiated with the acquiring party or parties and that would remain after the

acquisition is completed.

“(c) The activity would substantially reduce the security of and service

to be rendered to policyholders of any domestic insurer involved in the pro-

posed activity, or would otherwise prejudice the interests of such

policyholders in this state or elsewhere.

“(d) The activity provides for a foreign or alien insurer to be an acquiring

party, and the director further finds that the insurer cannot satisfy the re-

quirements of this state for transacting an insurance business involving the

classes of insurance affected by the activity.

“(e) The activity or the completion of the activity would substantially

diminish competition in insurance in this state or tend to create a monopoly.

In determining whether the activity would substantially diminish competi-

tion in insurance in this state or tend to create a monopoly, the director:

“(A) Shall require the information described in ORS 732.539 and apply the

standards set forth in ORS 732.542.

“(B) May not disapprove the activity if the director finds that the activity

would yield substantial economies of scale or increase the availability of

insurance as provided in ORS 732.542 (9).

“(C) May condition the director’s approval of the activity on a party’s

removing the basis for the director’s disapproval within a specific period of

time.
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“(f) After the change of control or ownership, the domestic insurer to

which the activity described in ORS 732.521 (1) applies would not be able to

satisfy the requirements for receiving a certificate of authority to transact

the line or lines of insurance for which the domestic insurer is currently

authorized.

“(g) The financial condition of any acquiring party might jeopardize the

financial stability of the insurer.

“(h) The plans or proposals that the acquiring party has to liquidate the

insurer, sell the insurer’s assets or consolidate or merge the insurer with any

person, or to make any other material change in the insurer’s business or

corporate structure or management, are unfair and unreasonable to the

insurer’s policyholders and not in the public interest.

“(i) The competence, experience and integrity of the persons that would

control the operation of the insurer are such that permitting the activity or

permitting completion of the activity would not be in the interest of the

insurer’s policyholders and the public.

“(j) The activity or completing the activity is likely to be hazardous or

prejudicial to the insurance-buying public.

“(k) The activity is subject to other material and reasonable objections.

“(2) If the director disapproves the proposed activity, the director shall

promptly notify, in writing, each insurer and each acquiring party involved

in the proposed activity, specifying the bases, factors and reasons for the

disapproval and giving each insurer and each acquiring party that filed the

statement relating to the proposed activity an opportunity to amend the

statement, if possible, to obviate the director’s objections.

“(3) If the director determines that a party that acquires control of a do-

mestic insurer must maintain or restore the domestic insurer’s capital to a

level required under the laws and rules of this state, the director shall make

and communicate the determination to the acquiring party not later than 60

days after the acquiring party files the statement required under ORS
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732.523.

“(4) The acquiring party or parties that filed a statement of acquisition

under ORS 732.523 shall file any amendment to the statement that responds

to the director’s objection and, if a hearing was held on the proposed activ-

ity, shall resubmit the amendment at a hearing held under this section unless

the director finds that a hearing is not necessary to protect the

policyholders, shareholders or any other person the proposed activity affects.

“(5) The director may retain at the acquiring party’s expense any

actuaries, accountants and other experts not otherwise a part of the

director’s staff as the director may reasonably need to assist the director in

reviewing the proposed activity.

“(6) The director may establish the effective date of an activity to which

ORS 732.521 (1) applies in the order that approves the activity.

“(7) Within 60 days after receiving a notice of approval or disapproval,

any insurer or other party to a proposed activity, including the insurer sub-

ject to the acquisition, may appeal the director’s final order as provided in

ORS chapter 183. For purposes of the judicial review, the specifications the

director must set forth in the director’s written notice are the findings of

fact and conclusions of law of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services.

“(8) On petition to the court, the court’s power extends to affirming the

order of the director, modifying all or any part of the director’s objections,

adding additional objections, approving the proposed activity as submitted

or subject to such modifications or changes as the court may find proper,

and requiring resubmission to the boards of directors or other governing

bodies or for hearing as provided in ORS 732.526.

“SECTION 12. ORS 732.588 is amended to read:

“732.588. (1) If the Director of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services determines that a person’s violation of any provision of ORS 732.517

to 732.592 so impairs the financial condition of a domestic insurer as to
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threaten insolvency or makes the insurer’s further transaction of business

hazardous to the insurer’s policyholders, creditors, shareholders or the pub-

lic, the director may place the insurer under supervision or in rehabilitation

or liquidation as provided in ORS chapter 734.

“(2) If the director determines that a person’s violation of ORS 732.521,

732.523, 732.526, 732.541 or 732.566 prevents the director from fully under-

standing the enterprise risk that an insurance holding company system or

an affiliate of an insurer presents to the insurer, the director may, on the

basis of the violation, disapprove a dividend or distribution and may place

the insurer under supervision as provided in subsection (1) of this section.

“(3) If the director places an insurer under supervision as provided

in ORS chapter 734 and the insurer engages in transactions within an

insurance holding company system as provided in ORS 732.574, the di-

rector retains authority over the insurer’s operations and over trans-

actions in which the insurer engages within an insurance holding

company system of which the insurer is a member.

“SECTION 13. ORS 732.592 is amended to read:

732.592. (1) If an order for liquidation or rehabilitation of a domestic

insurer has been entered, the receiver appointed under the order may re-

cover, on behalf of the insurer, from any parent corporation or holding

company or person or affiliate who otherwise controlled the insurer, the

amount of distributions, other than distributions of shares of the same class

of stock, paid by the insurer on [its] the insurer’s capital stock, or any

payment in the form of a bonus, termination settlement or extraordinary

lump sum salary adjustment made by the insurer or [its] the insurer’s sub-

sidiary to a director, officer or employee, when such a distribution or pay-

ment is made at any time during the 12 calendar months preceding the

petition for liquidation, conservation or rehabilitation, as the case may be,

subject to the limitations of subsections (2), (3) and (4) of this section.

“(2) A distribution to which subsection (1) of this section applies is not
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recoverable if the parent or affiliate shows that the distribution was lawful

and reasonable when paid and that the insurer did not know and could not

reasonably have known that the distribution might adversely affect the

ability of the insurer to fulfill [its] the insurer’s contractual obligations.

“(3) Any person who was a parent corporation or holding company or a

person who otherwise controlled the insurer or affiliate at the time a dis-

tribution to which subsection (1) of this section applies was paid [shall be]

is liable in an amount that is not more than the amount of distributions or

payments received by the person under subsection (1) of this section. Any

person who otherwise controlled the insurer at the time such distributions

were declared [shall be] is liable up to the amount of distributions the person

would have received if the distributions had been paid immediately. If two

or more persons are liable with respect to the same distributions, [they shall

be] the persons are jointly and severally liable.

“(4) The maximum amount recoverable under this section is the amount

needed in excess of all other available assets of the impaired or insolvent

insurer to pay the contractual obligations of the impaired or insolvent

insurer and to reimburse any guaranty funds.

“(5) To the extent that any person liable under subsection (3) of this

section is insolvent or otherwise fails to pay claims due from the person

pursuant to subsection (3) of this section, [its] the person’s parent corpo-

ration or holding company or other person who otherwise controlled the

person liable under subsection (3) of this section when the distribution was

paid [shall be] are jointly and severally liable for any resulting deficiency

in the amount recovered from the parent corporation or holding company or

person who otherwise controlled [it] the person liable under subsection

(3) of this section.

“(6) If the director places an insurer under liquidation or rehabili-

tation as provided in ORS chapter 734 and the insurer engages in

transactions within an insurance holding company system as provided
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in ORS 732.574, the director retains authority over the insurer’s oper-

ations and over transactions in which the insurer engages within an

insurance holding company system of which the insurer is a

member.”.

In line 36, delete “10” and insert “14”.

On page 9, delete lines 11 through 21 and insert:

“SECTION 15. ORS 734.230 is amended to read:

“734.230. In connection with supervising an insurer under the Insur-

ance Code or conducting delinquency proceedings, the Director of the De-

partment of Consumer and Business Services may appoint one or more

special deputy directors to act for the director, and may employ such counsel,

clerks, and assistants as the director deems necessary. Unless otherwise

provided by the director, [no] a person so appointed [shall be deemed] is not

a state employee solely by reason of such appointment. The compensation

of the special deputies, counsel, clerks or assistants and all expenses of

supervising the insurer under the Insurance Code or taking possession

of [the] a delinquent insurer and [of] conducting [the] delinquency pro-

ceedings [shall] must be paid out of the funds or assets of the insurer.

[Within the limits of the duties imposed upon them special deputies shall

possess all the powers given to, and, in the exercise of those powers, shall be

subject to all the duties imposed upon, the receiver with respect to delinquency

proceedings.] A special deputy acting within limits the director imposes

with respect to supervising an insurer under the Insurance Code or

conducting delinquency proceedings has a receiver’s powers and is

subject to a receiver’s duties.

“SECTION 16. ORS 743B.013 is amended to read:

“743B.013. (1) A health benefit plan issued to a small employer:

“(a) Other than a grandfathered health plan, must cover essential health

benefits consistent with 42 U.S.C. 300gg-11.

“(b) May require an affiliation period that does not exceed two months
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for an enrollee or 90 days for a late enrollee.

“(c) May not apply a preexisting condition exclusion to any enrollee.

“(2) Late enrollees in a small employer health benefit plan may be sub-

jected to a group eligibility waiting period that does not exceed 90 days.

“(3) Each small employer health benefit plan [shall be] is renewable with

respect to all eligible enrollees at the option of the policyholder, small em-

ployer or contract holder unless:

“(a) The policyholder, small employer or contract holder fails to pay the

required premiums.

“(b) The policyholder, small employer or contract holder or, with respect

to coverage of individual enrollees, an enrollee or a representative of an

enrollee engages in fraud or makes an intentional misrepresentation of a

material fact as prohibited by the terms of the plan.

“(c) The number of enrollees covered under the plan is less than the

number or percentage of enrollees required by participation requirements

under the plan.

“(d) The small employer fails to comply with the contribution require-

ments under the health benefit plan.

“(e) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing all of [its] the

carrier’s small employer health benefit plans in this state or in a specified

service area within this state. In order to discontinue plans under this par-

agraph, the carrier:

“(A) Must give notice of the decision to the Department of Consumer and

Business Services and to all policyholders covered by the plans;

“(B) May not cancel coverage under the plans for 180 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph if coverage

is discontinued in the entire state or[, except as provided in subparagraph (C)

of this paragraph,] in a specified service area[; and], except that:

“(i) The carrier shall cancel coverage in accordance with subpara-

graph (C) of this paragraph if the cancellation is for a specified service
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area in the circumstances described in subparagraph (C) of this para-

graph; and

“(ii) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services may specify a cancellation date other than the cancellation

date specified in this subparagraph if the carrier is subject to a delin-

quency proceeding, as defined in ORS 734.014; and

“(C) May not cancel coverage under the plans for 90 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph if coverage

is discontinued in a specified service area because of an inability to reach

an agreement with the health care providers or organization of health care

providers to provide services under the plans within the service area.

“(f) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing a small employer

health benefit plan in a specified service area within this state because of

an inability to reach an agreement with the health care providers or organ-

ization of health care providers to provide services under the plan within the

service area. In order to discontinue a plan under this paragraph, the carrier:

“(A) Must give notice to the department and to all policyholders covered

by the plan;

“(B) May not cancel coverage under the plan for 90 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph; and

“(C) Must offer in writing to each small employer covered by the plan,

all other small employer health benefit plans that the carrier offers to small

employers in the specified service area. The carrier shall issue any such

plans pursuant to the provisions of ORS 743B.010 to 743B.013. The carrier

shall offer the plans at least 90 days prior to discontinuation.

“(g) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing a health benefit

plan, other than a grandfathered health plan, for all small employers in this

state or in a specified service area within this state, other than a plan dis-

continued under paragraph (f) of this subsection.

“(h) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing a grandfathered
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health plan for all small employers in this state or in a specified service area

within this state, other than a plan discontinued under paragraph (f) of this

subsection.

“(i) With respect to plans that are being discontinued under paragraph (g)

or (h) of this subsection, the carrier must:

“(A) Offer in writing to each small employer covered by the plan, all

other health benefit plans that the carrier offers to small employers in the

specified service area.

“(B) Issue any such plans pursuant to the provisions of ORS 743B.010 to

743B.013.

“(C) Offer the plans at least 90 days prior to discontinuation.

“(D) Act uniformly without regard to the claims experience of the affected

policyholders or the health status of any current or prospective enrollee.

“(j) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Services

orders the carrier to discontinue coverage in accordance with procedures

specified or approved by the director upon finding that the continuation of

the coverage would:

“(A) Not be in the best interests of the enrollees; or

“(B) Impair the carrier’s ability to meet contractual obligations.

“(k) In the case of a small employer health benefit plan that delivers

covered services through a specified network of health care providers, there

is no longer any enrollee who lives, resides or works in the service area of

the provider network.

“(L) In the case of a health benefit plan that is offered in the small em-

ployer market only to one or more bona fide associations, the membership

of an employer in the association ceases and the termination of coverage is

not related to the health status of any enrollee.

“(4) A carrier may modify a small employer health benefit plan at the

time of coverage renewal. The modification is not a discontinuation of the

plan under subsection (3)(e), (g) and (h) of this section.
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“(5) Notwithstanding any provision of subsection (3) of this section to the

contrary, a carrier may not rescind the coverage of an enrollee in a small

employer health benefit plan unless:

“(a) The enrollee or a person seeking coverage on behalf of the enrollee:

“(A) Performs an act, practice or omission that constitutes fraud; or

“(B) Makes an intentional misrepresentation of a material fact as pro-

hibited by the terms of the plan;

“(b) The carrier provides at least 30 days’ advance written notice, in the

form and manner prescribed by the department, to the enrollee; and

“(c) The carrier provides notice of the rescission to the department in the

form, manner and time frame prescribed by the department by rule.

“(6) Notwithstanding any provision of subsection (3) of this section to the

contrary, a carrier may not rescind a small employer health benefit plan

unless:

“(a) The small employer or a representative of the small employer:

“(A) Performs an act, practice or omission that constitutes fraud; or

“(B) Makes an intentional misrepresentation of a material fact as pro-

hibited by the terms of the plan;

“(b) The carrier provides at least 30 days’ advance written notice, in the

form and manner prescribed by the department, to each plan enrollee who

would be affected by the rescission of coverage; and

“(c) The carrier provides notice of the rescission to the department in the

form, manner and time frame prescribed by the department by rule.

“(7)(a) A carrier may continue to enforce reasonable employer partic-

ipation and contribution requirements on small employers. However, partic-

ipation and contribution requirements shall be applied uniformly among all

small employer groups with the same number of eligible employees applying

for coverage or receiving coverage from the carrier. In determining minimum

participation requirements, a carrier shall count only those employees who

are not covered by an existing group health benefit plan, Medicaid, Medi-
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care, TRICARE, Indian Health Service or a publicly sponsored or subsidized

health plan, including but not limited to the medical assistance program

under ORS chapter 414.

“(b) A carrier may not deny a small employer’s application for coverage

under a health benefit plan based on participation or contribution require-

ments but may require small employers that do not meet participation or

contribution requirements to enroll during the open enrollment period be-

ginning November 15 and ending December 15.

“(8) Premium rates for small employer health benefit plans, except

grandfathered health plans, [shall be] are subject to the following provisions:

“(a) Each carrier must file with the department the initial geographic

average rate and any changes in the geographic average rate with respect

to each health benefit plan issued by the carrier to small employers.

“(b)(A) The variations in premium rates charged during a rating period

for health benefit plans issued to small employers [shall] must be based

solely on the factors specified in subparagraph (B) of this paragraph. A car-

rier may elect which of the factors specified in subparagraph (B) of this

paragraph apply to premium rates for health benefit plans for small employ-

ers. All other factors must be applied in the same actuarially sound way to

all small employer health benefit plans.

“(B) The variations in premium rates described in subparagraph (A) of

this paragraph may be based only on one or more of the following factors

as prescribed by the department by rule:

“(i) The ages of enrolled employees and their dependents, except that the

rate for adults may not vary by more than three to one;

“(ii) The level at which enrolled employees and [their] dependents of en-

rolled employees who are 18 years of age and older engage in tobacco use,

except that the rate may not vary by more than 1.5 to one; and

“(iii) Adjustments to reflect differences in family composition.

“(C) A carrier shall apply the carrier’s schedule of premium rate vari-
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ations as approved by the department and in accordance with this paragraph.

Except as otherwise provided in this section, the premium rate established

by a carrier for a small employer health benefit plan [shall apply] applies

uniformly to all employees of the small employer enrolled in that plan.

“(c) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this subsection, the variation

in premium rates between different health benefit plans offered by a carrier

to small employers must be based solely on objective differences in plan de-

sign or coverage, age, tobacco use and family composition and must not in-

clude differences based on the risk characteristics of groups assumed to

select a particular health benefit plan.

“(d) A carrier may not increase the rates of a health benefit plan issued

to a small employer more than once in a 12-month period. Annual rate in-

creases [shall be] are effective on the plan anniversary date of the health

benefit plan issued to a small employer. The percentage increase in the pre-

mium rate charged to a small employer for a new rating period may not ex-

ceed the sum of the following:

“(A) The percentage change in the geographic average rate measured from

the first day of the prior rating period to the first day of the new period; and

“(B) Any adjustment attributable to changes in age and differences in

family composition.

“(9) Premium rates for grandfathered health plans [shall be] are subject

to requirements prescribed by the department by rule.

“(10) In connection with the offering for sale of any health benefit plan

to a small employer, each carrier shall make a reasonable disclosure as part

of [its] the carrier’s solicitation and sales materials of:

“(a) The full array of health benefit plans that are offered to small em-

ployers by the carrier;

“(b) The authority of the carrier to adjust rates and premiums, and the

extent to which the carrier considers age, tobacco use, family composition

and geographic factors in establishing and adjusting rates and premiums; and
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“(c) The benefits and premiums for all health insurance coverage for

which the employer is qualified.

“(11)(a) Each carrier shall maintain at [its] the carrier’s principal place

of business a complete and detailed description of [its] the carrier’s rating

practices and renewal underwriting practices relating to [its] the carrier’s

small employer health benefit plans, including information and documenta-

tion that demonstrate that [its] the carrier’s rating methods and practices

are based upon commonly accepted actuarial practices and are in accordance

with sound actuarial principles.

“(b) A carrier offering a small employer health benefit plan shall file with

the department at least once every 12 months an actuarial certification that

the carrier is in compliance with ORS 743B.010 to 743B.013 and that the

rating methods of the carrier are actuarially sound. Each certification

[shall] must be in a uniform form and manner and [shall] must contain such

information as specified by the department. [A copy of each certification shall

be retained by] The carrier [at its] shall retain a copy of each certification

at the carrier’s principal place of business. A carrier is not required to file

the actuarial certification under this paragraph if the department has ap-

proved the carrier’s rate filing within the preceding 12-month period.

“(c) A carrier shall make the information and documentation described

in paragraph (a) of this subsection available to the department upon request.

Except as provided in ORS 743.018 and except in cases of violations of ORS

743B.010 to 743B.013, the information [shall be considered] is proprietary and

trade secret information and [shall not be] is not subject to disclosure to

persons outside the department except as agreed to by the carrier or as or-

dered by a court of competent jurisdiction.

“(12) A carrier [shall] may not provide any financial or other incentive

to any insurance producer that would encourage the insurance producer to

sell health benefit plans of the carrier to small employer groups based on a

small employer group’s anticipated claims experience.
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“(13) For purposes of this section, the date a small employer health ben-

efit plan is continued [shall be] is the anniversary date of the first issuance

of the health benefit plan.

“(14) A carrier [must] shall include a provision that offers coverage to

all eligible employees of a small employer and to all dependents of the eli-

gible employees to the extent the employer chooses to offer coverage to de-

pendents.

“(15) All small employer health benefit plans [shall] must contain special

enrollment periods during which eligible employees and dependents may en-

roll for coverage, as provided by federal law and rules adopted by the de-

partment.

“(16) A small employer health benefit plan may not impose annual or

lifetime limits on the dollar amount of essential health benefits.

“SECTION 17. ORS 743B.105 is amended to read:

“743B.105. The following requirements apply to all group health benefit

plans other than small employer health benefit plans covering two or more

certificate holders:

“(1) A carrier offering a group health benefit plan may not decline to offer

coverage to any eligible prospective enrollee and may not impose different

terms or conditions on the coverage, premiums or contributions of any

enrollee in the group that are based on the actual or expected health status

of the enrollee.

“(2) A group health benefit plan may not apply a preexisting condition

exclusion to any enrollee but may impose:

“(a) An affiliation period that does not exceed two months for an enrollee

or three months for a late enrollee; or

“(b) A group eligibility waiting period for late enrollees that does not

exceed 90 days.

“(3) Each group health benefit plan shall contain a special enrollment

period during which eligible employees and dependents may enroll for cov-
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erage, as provided by federal law and rules adopted by the Department of

Consumer and Business Services.

“(4)(a) A carrier shall issue to a group any of the carrier’s group health

benefit plans offered by the carrier for which the group is eligible, if the

group applies for the plan, agrees to make the required premium payments

and agrees to satisfy the other requirements of the plan.

“(b) The department may waive the requirements of this subsection if the

department finds that issuing a plan to a group or groups would endanger

the carrier’s ability to fulfill [its] the carrier’s contractual obligations or

result in financial impairment of the carrier.

“(5) Each group health benefit plan shall be renewable with respect to

all eligible enrollees at the option of the policyholder unless:

“(a) The policyholder fails to pay the required premiums.

“(b) The policyholder or, with respect to coverage of individual enrollees,

an enrollee or a representative of an enrollee engages in fraud or makes an

intentional misrepresentation of a material fact as prohibited by the terms

of the plan.

“(c) The number of enrollees covered under the plan is less than the

number or percentage of enrollees required by participation requirements

under the plan.

“(d) The policyholder fails to comply with the contribution requirements

under the plan.

“(e) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing, all of [its] the

carrier’s group health benefit plans in this state or in a specified service

area within this state. In order to discontinue plans under this paragraph,

the carrier:

“(A) Must give notice of the decision to the department and to all

policyholders covered by the plans;

“(B) May not cancel coverage under the plans for 180 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph if coverage
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is discontinued in the entire state or[, except as provided in subparagraph (C)

of this paragraph,] in a specified service area[; and], except that:

“(i) The carrier shall cancel coverage in accordance with subpara-

graph (C) of this paragraph if the cancellation is for a specified service

area in the circumstances described in subparagraph (C) of this para-

graph; and

“(ii) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services may specify a cancellation date other than the cancellation

date specified in this subparagraph if the carrier is subject to a delin-

quency proceeding, as defined in ORS 734.014; and

“(C) May not cancel coverage under the plans for 90 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph if coverage

is discontinued in a specified service area because of an inability to reach

an agreement with the health care providers or organization of health care

providers to provide services under the plans within the service area.

“(f) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing a group health

benefit plan in a specified service area within this state because of an ina-

bility to reach an agreement with the health care providers or organization

of health care providers to provide services under the plan within the service

area. In order to discontinue a plan under this paragraph, the carrier:

“(A) Must give notice of the decision to the department and to all

policyholders covered by the plan;

“(B) May not cancel coverage under the plan for 90 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph; and

“(C) Must offer in writing to each policyholder covered by the plan, all

other group health benefit plans that the carrier offers in the specified ser-

vice area. The carrier shall offer the plans at least 90 days prior to discon-

tinuation.

“(g) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing a group health

benefit plan, other than a grandfathered health plan, for all groups in this
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state or in a specified service area within this state, other than a plan dis-

continued under paragraph (f) of this subsection.

“(h) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing a grandfathered

health plan for all groups in this state or in a specified service are within

this state, other than a plan discontinued under paragraph (f) of this sub-

section.

“(i) With respect to plans that are being discontinued under paragraph (g)

or (h) of this subsection, the carrier must:

“(A) Offer in writing to each policyholder covered by the plan, one or

more health benefit plans that the carrier offers to groups in the specified

service area.

“(B) Offer the plans at least 90 days prior to discontinuation.

“(C) Act uniformly without regard to the claims experience of the affected

policyholders or the health status of any current or prospective enrollee.

“(j) The director [of the Department of Consumer and Business Services]

orders the carrier to discontinue coverage in accordance with procedures

specified or approved by the director upon finding that the continuation of

the coverage would:

“(A) Not be in the best interests of the enrollees; or

“(B) Impair the carrier’s ability to meet contractual obligations.

“(k) In the case of a group health benefit plan that delivers covered ser-

vices through a specified network of health care providers, there is no longer

any enrollee who lives, resides or works in the service area of the provider

network.

“(L) In the case of a health benefit plan that is offered in the group

market only to one or more bona fide associations, the membership of an

employer in the association ceases and the termination of coverage is not

related to the health status of any enrollee.

“(6) A carrier may modify a group health benefit plan at the time of

coverage renewal. The modification is not a discontinuation of the plan un-
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der subsection (5)(e), (g) and (h) of this section.

“(7) Notwithstanding any provision of subsection (5) of this section to the

contrary, a carrier may not rescind the coverage of an enrollee under a group

health benefit plan unless:

“(a) The enrollee:

“(A) Performs an act, practice or omission that constitutes fraud; or

“(B) Makes an intentional misrepresentation of a material fact as pro-

hibited by the terms of the plan;

“(b) The carrier provides at least 30 days’ advance written notice, in the

form and manner prescribed by the department, to the enrollee; and

“(c) The carrier provides notice of the rescission to the department in the

form, manner and time frame prescribed by the department by rule.

“(8) Notwithstanding any provision of subsection (5) of this section to the

contrary, a carrier may not rescind a group health benefit plan unless:

“(a) The plan sponsor or a representative of the plan sponsor:

“(A) Performs an act, practice or omission that constitutes fraud; or

“(B) Makes an intentional misrepresentation of a material fact as pro-

hibited by the terms of the plan;

“(b) The carrier provides at least 30 days’ advance written notice, in the

form and manner prescribed by the department, to each plan enrollee who

would be affected by the rescission of coverage; and

“(c) The carrier provides notice of the rescission to the department in the

form, manner and time frame prescribed by the department by rule.

“(9) A group health benefit plan may not impose annual or lifetime limits

on the dollar amount of essential health benefits.

“SECTION 18. ORS 743B.125 is amended to read:

“743B.125. (1) With respect to coverage under an individual health benefit

plan, a carrier may not impose an individual coverage waiting period.

“(2) With respect to individual coverage under a grandfathered health

plan, a carrier:
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“(a) May impose an exclusion period for specified covered services appli-

cable to all individuals enrolling for the first time in the individual health

benefit plan.

“(b) May not impose a preexisting condition exclusion unless the exclu-

sion complies with the following requirements:

“(A) The exclusion applies only to a condition for which medical advice,

diagnosis, care or treatment was recommended or received during the six-

month period immediately preceding the individual’s effective date of cover-

age.

“(B) The exclusion expires no later than six months after the individual’s

effective date of coverage.

“(3) An individual health benefit plan other than a grandfathered health

plan must cover, at a minimum, all essential health benefits.

“(4) A carrier shall renew an individual health benefit plan, including a

health benefit plan issued through a bona fide association, unless:

“(a) The policyholder fails to pay the required premiums.

“(b) The policyholder or a representative of the policyholder engages in

fraud or makes an intentional misrepresentation of a material fact as pro-

hibited by the terms of the policy.

“(c) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing all of [its] the

carrier’s individual health benefit plans in this state or in a specified ser-

vice area within this state. In order to discontinue the plans under this

paragraph, the carrier:

“(A) [Must] Shall give notice of the decision to the Department of Con-

sumer and Business Services and to all policyholders covered by the plans;

“(B) May not cancel coverage under the plans for 180 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph if coverage

is discontinued in the entire state or[, except as provided in subparagraph (C)

of this paragraph,] in a specified service area[; and], except that:

“(i) The carrier shall cancel coverage in accordance with subpara-
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graph (C) of this paragraph if the cancellation is for a specified service

area in the circumstances described in subparagraph (C) of this para-

graph; and

“(ii) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services may specify a cancellation date other than the cancellation

date specified in this subparagraph if the carrier is subject to a delin-

quency proceeding, as defined in ORS 734.014; and

“(C) May not cancel coverage under the plans for 90 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph if coverage

is discontinued in a specified service area because of an inability to reach

an agreement with the health care providers or organization of health care

providers to provide services under the plans within the service area.

“(d) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing an individual

health benefit plan in a specified service area within this state because of

an inability to reach an agreement with the health care providers or organ-

ization of health care providers to provide services under the plan within the

service area. In order to discontinue a plan under this paragraph, the carrier:

“(A) [Must] Shall give notice of the decision to the department and to

all policyholders covered by the plan;

“(B) May not cancel coverage under the plan for 90 days after the date

of the notice required under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph; and

“(C) [Must] Shall offer in writing to each policyholder covered by the

plan, all other individual health benefit plans that the carrier offers in the

specified service area. The carrier shall offer the plans at least 90 days prior

to discontinuation.

“(e) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing an individual

health benefit plan, other than a grandfathered health plan, for all individ-

uals in this state or in a specified service area within this state, other than

a plan discontinued under paragraph (d) of this subsection.

“(f) The carrier discontinues both offering and renewing a grandfathered
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health plan for all individuals in this state or in a specified service area

within this state, other than a plan discontinued under paragraph (d) of this

subsection.

“(g) With respect to plans that are being discontinued under paragraph

(e) or (f) of this subsection, the carrier [must] shall:

“(A) Offer in writing to each policyholder covered by the plan, all health

benefit plans that the carrier offers to individuals in the specified service

area.

“(B) Offer the plans at least 90 days prior to discontinuation.

“(C) Act uniformly without regard to the claims experience of the affected

policyholders or the health status of any current or prospective enrollee.

“(h) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Services

orders the carrier to discontinue coverage in accordance with procedures

specified or approved by the director upon finding that the continuation of

the coverage would:

“(A) Not be in the best interests of the enrollee; or

“(B) Impair the carrier’s ability to meet [its] the carrier’s contractual

obligations.

“(i) In the case of an individual health benefit plan that delivers covered

services through a specified network of health care providers, the enrollee

no longer lives, resides or works in the service area of the provider network

and the termination of coverage is not related to the health status of any

enrollee.

“(j) In the case of a health benefit plan that is offered in the individual

market only through one or more bona fide associations, the membership of

an individual in the association ceases and the termination of coverage is

not related to the health status of any enrollee.

“(5) A carrier may modify an individual health benefit plan at the time

of coverage renewal. The modification is not a discontinuation of the plan

under subsection (4)(c), (e) and (f) of this section.
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“(6) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, and subject to

the provisions of ORS 743B.310 (2) and (4), a carrier may rescind an indi-

vidual health benefit plan if the policyholder or a representative of the

policyholder:

“(a) Performs an act, practice or omission that constitutes fraud; or

“(b) Makes an intentional misrepresentation of a material fact as pro-

hibited by the terms of the policy.

“(7) A carrier that continues to offer coverage in the individual market

in this state is not required to offer coverage in all of the carrier’s individual

health benefit plans. However, if a carrier elects to continue a plan that is

closed to new individual policyholders instead of offering alternative cover-

age in [its] the carrier’s other individual health benefit plans, the coverage

for all existing policyholders in the closed plan is renewable in accordance

with subsection (4) of this section.

“(8) An individual health benefit plan may not impose annual or lifetime

limits on the dollar amount of essential health benefits.

“(9) A grandfathered health plan may not impose lifetime limits on the

dollar amount of essential health benefits.

“(10) This section does not require a carrier to actively market, offer, is-

sue or accept applications for:

“(a) A bona fide association health benefit plan from individuals who are

not members of the bona fide association; or

“(b) A grandfathered health plan from individuals who are not eligible for

coverage under the plan.

“SECTION 19. ORS 750.015 is amended to read:

“750.015. (1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, [not less

than] at least one-third of the group of persons vested with [the management

of] managing the affairs of a health care service contractor, as defined in

ORS 750.005 (4)(a), [shall] must be representatives of the public who are

not:
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“(a) Practicing doctors; or

“(b) Employees or trustees of a participant hospital.

“(2)(a) Notwithstanding subsection (1) of this section, the group of per-

sons vested with [the management of] managing the affairs of a nonprofit

private organization described in paragraph (b) of this subsection [shall]

must have at least two representatives of the public who are not:

“(A) Practicing doctors, as defined in ORS 750.005[,]; or

“(B) Employees or trustees of a participant hospital.

“(b) This subsection applies to a nonprofit private organization that is a

health maintenance organization, as defined in ORS 442.015, that is con-

trolled by a single nonprofit hospital or by a group of nonprofit hospitals

under common ownership and that operates in a county with a population

of 200,000 or more.

“SECTION 20. ORS 750.055, as amended by section 7, chapter 59, Oregon

Laws 2015, is amended to read:

“750.055. (1) The following provisions of the Insurance Code apply to

health care service contractors to the extent not inconsistent with the ex-

press provisions of ORS 750.005 to 750.095:

“(a) ORS 705.137, 705.139, 731.004 to 731.150, 731.162, 731.216 to 731.362,

731.382, 731.385, 731.386, 731.390, 731.398 to 731.430, 731.428, 731.450, 731.454,

731.488, 731.504, 731.508, 731.509, 731.510, 731.511, 731.512, 731.574 to 731.620,

731.592, 731.594, 731.640 to 731.652, 731.730, 731.731, 731.735, 731.737, 731.750,

731.752, 731.804, 731.844 to 731.992, 731.870 and 743A.252.

“(b) ORS 731.485, except in the case of a group practice health mainte-

nance organization that is federally qualified pursuant to Title XIII of the

Public Health Service Act and that wholly owns and operates an in-house

drug outlet.

“(c) ORS 732.215, 732.220, 732.230, 732.245, 732.250, 732.320, 732.325 and

732.517 to 732.592, not including ORS 732.582.

“(d) ORS 733.010 to 733.050, 733.080, 733.140 to 733.170, 733.210, 733.510 to
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733.680 and 733.695 to 733.780.

“(e) ORS chapter 734.

“(f) ORS 735.600 to 735.650.

“(g) ORS 742.001 to 742.009, 742.013, 742.061, 742.065, 742.150 to 742.162,

742.400, 742.520 to 742.540, 743.004, 743.008, 743.010, 743.018, 743.022, 743.023,

743.028, 743.029, 743.038, 743.040, 743.044, 743.050, 743.100 to 743.109, 743.402,

743.406, 743.417, 743.472, 743.492, 743.495, 743.498, 743.522, 743.523, 743.524,

743.526, 743.535, 743.550, 743.650 to 743.656, 743.680 to 743.689, 743.788, 743.790,

743A.010, 743A.012, 743A.020, 743A.034, 743A.036, 743A.048, 743A.051,

743A.058, 743A.062, 743A.064, 743A.065, 743A.066, 743A.068, 743A.070,

743A.080, 743A.082, 743A.084, 743A.088, 743A.090, 743A.100, 743A.104,

743A.105, 743A.110, 743A.140, 743A.141, 743A.144, 743A.148, 743A.150,

743A.160, 743A.164, 743A.168, 743A.170, 743A.175, 743A.184, 743A.185,

743A.188, 743A.190, 743A.192, 743A.250, 743B.003 to 743B.127, 743B.195 to

743B.206, 743B.220, 743B.222, 743B.225, 743B.227, 743B.250, 743B.252, 743B.253,

743B.254, 743B.255, 743B.256, 743B.257, 743B.258, 743B.300, 743B.310, 743B.320,

743B.323, 743B.330, 743B.340, 743B.341, 743B.343 to 743B.347, 743B.400,

743B.403, 743B.407, 743B.420, 743B.423, 743B.450, 743B.451, 743B.452, 743B.453,

743B.470, 743B.475, 743B.505, 743B.550, 743B.555, 743B.601 and 743B.800 and

section 2, chapter 771, Oregon Laws 2013.

“(h) The provisions of ORS chapter 744 relating to the regulation of in-

surance producers and third party administrators.

“(i) ORS 746.005 to 746.140, 746.160, 746.220 to 746.370, 746.600, 746.605,

746.607, 746.608, 746.610, 746.615, 746.625, 746.635, 746.650, 746.655, 746.660,

746.668, 746.670, 746.675, 746.680 and 746.690.

“(j) ORS 743A.024, except in the case of group practice health mainte-

nance organizations that are federally qualified pursuant to Title XIII of the

Public Health Service Act unless the patient is referred by a physician,

physician assistant or nurse practitioner associated with a group practice

health maintenance organization.
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“(2) For the purposes of this section, health care service contractors [shall

be deemed] are insurers.

“(3) Any for-profit health care service contractor organized under the

laws of any other state that is not governed by the insurance laws of the

other state is subject to all requirements of ORS chapter 732.

“(4)(a) A health care service contractor is a domestic insurance

company for the purpose of determining whether the health care ser-

vice contractor is a debtor, as defined in 11 U.S.C. 109.

“(b) A health care service contractor’s classification as a domestic

insurance company under paragraph (a) of this subsection does not

subject the health care service contractor to ORS 734.510 to 734.710.

“[(4)] (5) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Ser-

vices may, after notice and hearing, adopt reasonable rules not inconsistent

with this section and ORS 750.003, 750.005, 750.025 and 750.045 that are

[deemed] necessary for the proper administration of these provisions.

“SECTION 21. ORS 750.055, as amended by section 33, chapter 698,

Oregon Laws 2013, section 6, chapter 25, Oregon Laws 2014, section 81,

chapter 45, Oregon Laws 2014, section 8, chapter 59, Oregon Laws 2015, sec-

tion 6, chapter 100, Oregon Laws 2015, section 6, chapter 224, Oregon Laws

2015, section 10, chapter 362, Oregon Laws 2015, section 9, chapter 470,

Oregon Laws 2015, and section 29, chapter 515, Oregon Laws 2015, is

amended to read:

“750.055. (1) The following provisions of the Insurance Code apply to

health care service contractors to the extent not inconsistent with the ex-

press provisions of ORS 750.005 to 750.095:

“(a) ORS 705.137, 705.139, 731.004 to 731.150, 731.162, 731.216 to 731.362,

731.382, 731.385, 731.386, 731.390, 731.398 to 731.430, 731.428, 731.450, 731.454,

731.488, 731.504, 731.508, 731.509, 731.510, 731.511, 731.512, 731.574 to 731.620,

731.592, 731.594, 731.640 to 731.652, 731.730, 731.731, 731.735, 731.737, 731.750,

731.752, 731.804, 731.844 to 731.992, 731.870 and 743A.252.
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“(b) ORS 731.485, except in the case of a group practice health mainte-

nance organization that is federally qualified pursuant to Title XIII of the

Public Health Service Act and that wholly owns and operates an in-house

drug outlet.

“(c) ORS 732.215, 732.220, 732.230, 732.245, 732.250, 732.320, 732.325 and

732.517 to 732.592, not including ORS 732.582.

“(d) ORS 733.010 to 733.050, 733.080, 733.140 to 733.170, 733.210, 733.510 to

733.680 and 733.695 to 733.780.

“(e) ORS chapter 734.

“(f) ORS 735.600 to 735.650.

“(g) ORS 742.001 to 742.009, 742.013, 742.061, 742.065, 742.150 to 742.162,

742.400, 742.520 to 742.540, 743.004, 743.008, 743.010, 743.018, 743.022, 743.023,

743.028, 743.029, 743.038, 743.040, 743.044, 743.050, 743.100 to 743.109, 743.402,

743.406, 743.417, 743.472, 743.492, 743.495, 743.498, 743.522, 743.523, 743.524,

743.526, 743.535, 743.550, 743.650 to 743.656, 743.680 to 743.689, 743.788, 743.790,

743A.010, 743A.012, 743A.020, 743A.034, 743A.036, 743A.048, 743A.051,

743A.058, 743A.062, 743A.064, 743A.065, 743A.066, 743A.068, 743A.070,

743A.080, 743A.082, 743A.084, 743A.088, 743A.090, 743A.100, 743A.104,

743A.105, 743A.110, 743A.140, 743A.141, 743A.144, 743A.148, 743A.150,

743A.160, 743A.164, 743A.168, 743A.170, 743A.175, 743A.184, 743A.185,

743A.188, 743A.190, 743A.192, 743A.250, 743B.003 to 743B.127, 743B.195 to

743B.206, 743B.220, 743B.222, 743B.225, 743B.227, 743B.250, 743B.252, 743B.253,

743B.254, 743B.255, 743B.256, 743B.257, 743B.258, 743B.300, 743B.310, 743B.320,

743B.323, 743B.330, 743B.340, 743B.341, 743B.343 to 743B.347, 743B.400,

743B.403, 743B.407, 743B.420, 743B.423, 743B.450, 743B.451, 743B.452, 743B.453,

743B.470, 743B.475, 743B.505, 743B.550, 743B.555, 743B.601 and 743B.800 and

section 2, chapter 771, Oregon Laws 2013.

“(h) The provisions of ORS chapter 744 relating to the regulation of in-

surance producers and third party administrators.

“(i) ORS 746.005 to 746.140, 746.160, 746.220 to 746.370, 746.600, 746.605,
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746.607, 746.608, 746.610, 746.615, 746.625, 746.635, 746.650, 746.655, 746.660,

746.668, 746.670, 746.675, 746.680 and 746.690.

“(j) ORS 743A.024, except in the case of group practice health mainte-

nance organizations that are federally qualified pursuant to Title XIII of the

Public Health Service Act unless the patient is referred by a physician,

physician assistant or nurse practitioner associated with a group practice

health maintenance organization.

“(2) For the purposes of this section, health care service contractors [shall

be deemed] are insurers.

“(3) Any for-profit health care service contractor organized under the

laws of any other state that is not governed by the insurance laws of the

other state is subject to all requirements of ORS chapter 732.

“(4)(a) A health care service contractor is a domestic insurance

company for the purpose of determining whether the health care ser-

vice contractor is a debtor, as defined in 11 U.S.C. 109.

“(b) A health care service contractor’s classification as a domestic

insurance company under paragraph (a) of this subsection does not

subject the health care service contractor to ORS 734.510 to 734.710.

“[(4)] (5) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Ser-

vices may, after notice and hearing, adopt reasonable rules not inconsistent

with this section and ORS 750.003, 750.005, 750.025 and 750.045 that are

[deemed] necessary for the proper administration of these provisions.

“SECTION 22. ORS 750.055, as amended by section 21, chapter 771,

Oregon Laws 2013, section 7, chapter 25, Oregon Laws 2014, section 82,

chapter 45, Oregon Laws 2014, section 9, chapter 59, Oregon Laws 2015, sec-

tion 7, chapter 100, Oregon Laws 2015, section 7, chapter 224, Oregon Laws

2015, section 11, chapter 362, Oregon Laws 2015, section 10, chapter 470,

Oregon Laws 2015, and section 30, chapter 515, Oregon Laws 2015, is

amended to read:

“750.055. (1) The following provisions of the Insurance Code apply to
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health care service contractors to the extent not inconsistent with the ex-

press provisions of ORS 750.005 to 750.095:

“(a) ORS 705.137, 705.139, 731.004 to 731.150, 731.162, 731.216 to 731.362,

731.382, 731.385, 731.386, 731.390, 731.398 to 731.430, 731.428, 731.450, 731.454,

731.488, 731.504, 731.508, 731.509, 731.510, 731.511, 731.512, 731.574 to 731.620,

731.592, 731.594, 731.640 to 731.652, 731.730, 731.731, 731.735, 731.737, 731.750,

731.752, 731.804, 731.844 to 731.992, 731.870 and 743A.252.

“(b) ORS 731.485, except in the case of a group practice health mainte-

nance organization that is federally qualified pursuant to Title XIII of the

Public Health Service Act and that wholly owns and operates an in-house

drug outlet.

“(c) ORS 732.215, 732.220, 732.230, 732.245, 732.250, 732.320, 732.325 and

732.517 to 732.592, not including ORS 732.582.

“(d) ORS 733.010 to 733.050, 733.080, 733.140 to 733.170, 733.210, 733.510 to

733.680 and 733.695 to 733.780.

“(e) ORS chapter 734.

“(f) ORS 735.600 to 735.650.

“(g) ORS 742.001 to 742.009, 742.013, 742.061, 742.065, 742.150 to 742.162,

742.400, 742.520 to 742.540, 743.004, 743.008, 743.010, 743.018, 743.022, 743.023,

743.028, 743.029, 743.038, 743.040, 743.044, 743.050, 743.100 to 743.109, 743.402,

743.406, 743.417, 743.472, 743.492, 743.495, 743.498, 743.522, 743.523, 743.524,

743.526, 743.535, 743.550, 743.650 to 743.656, 743.680 to 743.689, 743.788, 743.790,

743A.010, 743A.012, 743A.020, 743A.034, 743A.036, 743A.048, 743A.051,

743A.058, 743A.062, 743A.064, 743A.065, 743A.066, 743A.068, 743A.070,

743A.080, 743A.082, 743A.084, 743A.088, 743A.090, 743A.100, 743A.104,

743A.105, 743A.110, 743A.140, 743A.141, 743A.144, 743A.148, 743A.150,

743A.160, 743A.164, 743A.168, 743A.170, 743A.175, 743A.184, 743A.185,

743A.188, 743A.190, 743A.192, 743A.250, 743B.003 to 743B.127, 743B.195 to

743B.206, 743B.220, 743B.222, 743B.225, 743B.227, 743B.250, 743B.252, 743B.253,

743B.254, 743B.255, 743B.256, 743B.257, 743B.258, 743B.300, 743B.310, 743B.320,
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743B.323, 743B.330, 743B.340, 743B.341, 743B.343 to 743B.347, 743B.400,

743B.403, 743B.407, 743B.420, 743B.423, 743B.450, 743B.451, 743B.452, 743B.453,

743B.470, 743B.475, 743B.505, 743B.550, 743B.555, 743B.601 and 743B.800.

“(h) The provisions of ORS chapter 744 relating to the regulation of in-

surance producers and third party administrators.

“(i) ORS 746.005 to 746.140, 746.160, 746.220 to 746.370, 746.600, 746.605,

746.607, 746.608, 746.610, 746.615, 746.625, 746.635, 746.650, 746.655, 746.660,

746.668, 746.670, 746.675, 746.680 and 746.690.

“(j) ORS 743A.024, except in the case of group practice health mainte-

nance organizations that are federally qualified pursuant to Title XIII of the

Public Health Service Act unless the patient is referred by a physician,

physician assistant or nurse practitioner associated with a group practice

health maintenance organization.

“(2) For the purposes of this section, health care service contractors [shall

be deemed] are insurers.

“(3) Any for-profit health care service contractor organized under the

laws of any other state that is not governed by the insurance laws of the

other state is subject to all requirements of ORS chapter 732.

“(4)(a) A health care service contractor is a domestic insurance

company for the purpose of determining whether the health care ser-

vice contractor is a debtor, as defined in 11 U.S.C. 109.

“(b) A health care service contractor’s classification as a domestic

insurance company under paragraph (a) of this subsection does not

subject the health care service contractor to ORS 734.510 to 734.710.

“[(4)] (5) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Ser-

vices may, after notice and hearing, adopt reasonable rules not inconsistent

with this section and ORS 750.003, 750.005, 750.025 and 750.045 that are

[deemed] necessary for the proper administration of these provisions.

“SECTION 23. ORS 750.085 is amended to read:

“750.085. (1) [When] If a final order of liquidation with a finding of
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insolvency has been entered with respect to a health care service contractor

by a court of competent jurisdiction in the domicile of the health care ser-

vice contractor, subscribers of the health care service contractor [shall]

must be offered replacement coverage as provided in this section.

“(2) All insurers and health care service contractors that participated

with the insolvent health care service contractor in the open enrollment

process at the last regular open enrollment period for a group shall offer

members of the group that are subscribers of the insolvent health care ser-

vice contractor an open enrollment period [of 30 days] that the Director

of the Department of Consumer and Business Services establishes by

rule, commencing on the date on which the final order of liquidation with

a finding of insolvency was entered. Each of the insurers and health care

service contractors shall offer the subscribers of the insolvent health care

service contractor the same coverages and rates that the insurer or health

care service contractor had offered to members of the group at [its] the

group’s last regular open enrollment period.

“(3) If no other insurer or health care service contractor offered health

insurance coverage to a group or groups whose members are enrolled with

the insolvent health care service contractor, or if the other insurers and

health care service contractors lack sufficient health care delivery resources

to assure that health care services will be available and accessible to all of

the group subscribers of the insolvent health care service contractor, the

Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Services shall

equitably allocate the contract or contracts for the group or groups among

all health care service contractors that operate within a portion of the ser-

vice area of the insolvent health care service contractor. The director shall

take into consideration the health care delivery resources of each health care

service contractor. Each health care service contractor to which a group or

groups are so allocated shall offer to each such group the existing coverage

of the health care service contractor, at rates determined by the health care
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service contractor in accordance with [its] the health care service

contractor’s existing rating methodology. Each health care service con-

tractor to whom a group or groups are allocated may reevaluate the group

or groups at the end of the contractual period or at the end of six months

after the allocation, whichever occurs first, in order to determine the ap-

propriate premium for each such group.

“(4) The director shall equitably allocate the nongroup subscribers of the

insolvent health care service contractor that are unable to obtain other

coverage among all health care service contractors that operate within a

portion of the service area of the insolvent health care service contractor.

The director shall take into consideration the health care delivery resources

of each health care service contractor. Each health care service contractor

to which nongroup subscribers are allocated shall offer [its] the health care

service contractor’s existing individual or conversion coverage to nongroup

subscribers, at rates determined in accordance with [its] the health care

service contractor’s existing rating methodology. A health care service

contractor that does not offer direct nongroup enrollment may aggregate all

of the allocated nongroup subscribers into one group for rating and coverage

purposes.

“SECTION 24. (1) Sections 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of this 2017 Act and the

amendments to ORS 732.245, 732.528, 732.548, 732.588, 732.592, 732.650,

734.230, 743B.013, 743B.105, 743B.125, 750.015, 750.055 and 750.085 by

sections 9 to 23 of this 2017 Act become operative January 1, 2018.

“(2) The Director of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services may adopt rules and take any action before the operative date

specified in subsection (1) of this section that is necessary to enable

the director, on and after the operative date specified in subsection (1)

of this section, to exercise all of the duties, powers and functions

conferred on the director by sections 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of this 2017 Act

and the amendments to ORS 732.245, 732.528, 732.548, 732.588, 732.592,
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by sections 9 to 23 of this 2017 Act.

“SECTION 25. This 2017 Act being necessary for the immediate

preservation of the public peace, health and safety, an emergency is

declared to exist, and this 2017 Act takes effect on its passage.”.
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